PV Development for IGEN Community Colleges

Are you interested in solar for your campus, but not sure where to start?

Welcome to PV Development for IGEN Community Colleges, a 12-week on-demand course designed to assist college administrative teams, boards, staff, students, facilities crew, or other school affiliates (“Solar Planning Teams”) better understand the solar PV procurement process.

This course is intended for colleges that:

- Are interested in procuring a solar photovoltaic (PV) system
- Are at any stage of the project development process
- Would like to learn from their peers as well as various experts in the solar industry

- Sign up to learn about the solar development process from solar professionals, experts, and your peers how to plan, assess, solicit, and evaluate proposals to help your college go solar!
- Experience shows teams with diverse backgrounds produce better outcomes and a plan fair better when pursuing solar PV development! Up to 5 individuals on your team to participate at no-cost to your college!

LEARN MORE / APPLY: midwestrenew.org/igen-pv-development-course

CONTACT:
- Amanda Schienebeck
- amandas@midwestrenew.org
- 608-217-3281